Multi-Faceted Barriers to Technology
As we age, our senses, coordination, and cognition gradually change. In
addition, we are all more comfortable with technology that we grew up
with rather than tech that was introduced later.
VISION
Age-related changes (such as far-sightedness)
and condition-specific challenges (such as
macular degeneration, cataracts, and glaucoma)
create barriers to seeing interfaces.
HEARING AND SPEECH
Inability to hear low- and high- frequency sounds,
including the common range of speech, can make
audio interfaces unusable. Voice interfaces may
not pick up on slower and less articulate speech.
MOTOR CONTROL
Fine motor control decline, tremors, and delayed
reaction time make interacting with games and
complex navigation or online forms more difficult.

MEMORY
Short-term and long-term memory changes can
impact one’s ability to access and generalize prior
learning and complete multi-step processes.

ATTENTION
As we age, our ability to focus and ignore
distractions declines, as does our ability to see
things that attempt to catch our attention.

INSTINCT
Icons, terminology, and mental models of how
technology works may not be second nature if
they were introduced later in life.

MOTIVATION
The feeling that technology is unnecessary or
frivolous, and that life was easier without it, can
lead one to abandon tasks when struggles arise.
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Checking for Barriers
When you or someone you know is struggling with technology,
run through this quick list of possible causes before giving up.
❑

Motivation: Does the person really want to complete this task in this way? Do they
see the value in interacting with the technology?

❑

Instinct: Are there icons, terms, interactions, or mental models that require some
explanation for someone new to this technology?

❑

Attention: Is there something in the interface causing a distraction? Are there
signals being missed because they are in the periphery or only appear briefly?

❑

Memory: Are there actions that require remembering what happened on previous
screens or instructions that should be written down for reference?

❑

Motor Control: Are there actions that are tricky to perform due to small or crowded
buttons or menus that require quick action or a steady hand?

❑

Hearing and speech: Are there audio signals that are hard to hear or speech
interfaces that don’t seem to understand the instructions the user is saying?

❑

Vision: Are there screens that are difficult to see and read? Are they reliant on
subtle changes in color or shading that might be missed?

Additional Resources
•

Designing User Interfaces for an Aging Population: Towards Universal Design by Jeff Johnson and
Kate Finn.

•

The Real Sounds of Hearing Loss by Audrey Carlson for NPR
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2013/04/06/175945670/the-real-sounds-of-hearing-loss

•

Vision Loss Simulator by Versant Health
https://versanthealth.com/visionloss

•

Older Adults and Technology: Moving Beyond the Stereotypes by Susan Nash
http://longevity.stanford.edu/2019/05/30/older-adults-and-technology-moving-beyond-the-stereotypes/
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